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Rabbi Stefan Tiwy
Rabbi’s Reveries

Shalom everybody,

Even though we are still in mid-
December as I am writing these lines, 
the holidays have been already over for 
quite a while – especially with Chanukah 
falling so earlier this year, right after 
Thanksgiving, something nobody seemed 
to have been prepared for...

Thanksgiving and Chanukah actually 
have several things in common: Both 
are communal holidays during which 
we give thanks for miracles, the miracle 
of having food to eat, and the miracle 
of being able to express ourselves freely. 
Both are celebrations of American and 
Jewish identity in the face of darkness 
and adversity.

I am grateful that we got to celebrate 
these special times of the year together 

as a community, reaching from the ARC 
Interfaith Thanksgiving Celebration over 
our special Shabbat Chanukah with the 
public lighting of the Haspel Menorah 
outside our building, and our Chanukah 
Family Day just last weekend (the lights 
really kept burning strongly this year...). 
As Chanukah is all about spreading the 
miracle, I am also glad that I could bring 
this message to he wider community, 
such as Bethel Health Care and the 
JCC in Sherman, where I had one of 
those rare chances of leading a program 
together with my lovely wife, Cantor 
Laura Breznick.

While the next couple of months will be 
lighter in terms of holidays, there are still 
many other things going on: In honor 
of our annual theme here at the UJC, 
“Reform Judaism and Me,” I will offer an 
adult education class by the same name 

starting Monday, January 7 at 6:30 pm 
at the UJC, focusing on what it means 
to be a Reform Jew and how we can 
incorporate the philosophy of Reform 
Judaism into our own Jewish life and 
practice.

Another special learning opportunity 
will occur the weekend of March 8-10, 
when we will welcome our first scholar-
in-residence in many years to join us 
at the UJC. Rabbi Richard Address, 
D.Min., a wonderful teacher of mine 
and my wife's from the Hebrew Union 
College in New York City, will teach us 
on the topic of “Sacred Aging” and what 
Judaism has to teach us on what it means 
to grow older and how to make the best 
of it. Please mark your calendars, more 
information will be forthcoming as we 
get closer to the event.

ARC’s Interfaith 
Thanksgiving Service

Looking forward to 
learning with you, 
happy secular New Year,

Rabbi Stefan Tiwy
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program at 
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